Abstract -Low-complexity WLMS adaptation algorithms, of use for channel estimation, have been presented in a companion paper. Their use and design is here evaluated on the fast fading radio channels encountered in TDMA systems based on IS-136. An exact analytical expression for the tracking MSE on twotap FIR channels is presented and utilized. With this tool, the MSE performance and robustness of WLMS algorithms based on different statistical models can be investigated. A simulation study compares the uncoded bit error rate of detectors, where channel trackers are used in decision directed mode in conjunction with Viterbi algorithms.
I. Introduction and Outline
In D-AMPS 900 and 1900 (or IS-136) digital mobile TDMA systems, a relatively low symbol rate and long data slots (6.67 ms) cause severe fading. In 1900 MHz systems, one or two fading dips can be expected within each data slot. Furthermore, large variations in fading rates and frequency selectivity are encountered, so well designed channel estimators are crucial for obtaining acceptable performance in the presence of intersymbol interference. Channel estimates obtained from training sequences cannot be used over the whole frames and interpolation of channel estimates between training sequences provides inadequate performance. The same is true for the decisiondirected LMS and RLS algorithms.
In a related contribution to VTC2000 [l] , we have presented the WLMS algorithm, which can efficiently utilize the fading statistics. It enables the design of high-performance adaptation laws with LMS computational complexity for white regressors. An early design related t o this class of algorithms [6] has been successfully applied t o tracking problems in both the D-AMPS 900 and 1900MHz systems [2, 4, 111.
We will here investigate opportunities, design choices and possible problems when applying the WLMS algorithm in a realistic scenario.
With a two-tap fading channel and a symbol alphabet with constant modulus, an exact performance analysis can be performed. Analytical expressions for the mean square parameter tracking error are presented. The performance is investigated with this tool for fading rates for which the adaptation laws are tuned, as well as for other fading rates. The bit error rate performance is then evaluated by simulation, for adaptive Viterbi detectors in decision-directed mode.
The Channel Model
A symbol-spaced baseband mobile radio channel is assumed described by the time-varying linear regression The channel coefficients will be subject t o fading characterized by the maximum Doppler frequency W D , which may not be perfectly known. For the purpose of our investigation, we shall use Jakes' fading model [3] .
When the vehicle velocity is constant, the channel coefficients will then be stationary, circular Gaussian processes with zero means and covariance function rh(e) = E{hth,'-,} = RhJo(R,e) e = 0 , & 1 , . . . (2) which yields the classical fading spectrum
Here, RI, = E{hth:}, A,(.) denotes the Bessel function of the first kind and zero order and R = wT, RD =
W D T .
The symbol time T is 4 1 . 1 5~ in IS-136. (6) by the least squares method [lo] .
The Channel Estimator
When (4), Re, R and IS, are given, we can optimize a WLMS-algorithm for tracking ht in (1):
Here, ht+klt is an estimate of ht+k a t time t , p is a scalar gain and Qk(q-')/Qo(q-')I in (9) is the coefficient smoothing-prediction filter. An equivalent implementation can be expressed in terms of the learning filter Lk(q-') [l, 91: where
The polynomials Qk(q-') depend on the selected hypermodel and on the SNR, and are calculated via Theorem 1 in [I] or [9] to minimize -A Elht+klt12 = trEL+k,th;+kjt = t r p k (12)
where ht+klt = ht+k -k,,,,,.
IV. Tools for Performance Analysis
For one-or two-tap fading channels and symbol alphabets { u t } with constant modulus, there exists an exact expression for the MSE performance (12), for a
given algorithm in a given fading environment [7, 81. This expression is valid for arbitrary fast fading rates.
Lemma 1. Consider the channel model (l), with A4 < 3. Assume ht, cp; and ut to be mutually independent and stationary. The spectrum $h(fl) of ht is described by (3), and the zero mean noise ut has variance IS;. Let the zero mean symbols ut be white, with constant modulus and variance IS; ( R = 021).
Assume (A4 -1)Cl < 1, where C1 is defined in (14) below. If an estimator for ht+k with the structure (10) or (7)- (9) 
0 Proof Given in [7] , [8] .
Above, (A4 -1)Cl < 1 is a condition for convergence in MSE. This condition will always be fulfilled for flat fading channels. Note also that the term Gk vanishes for k = 1. = t r P 1 (lower part) and relative tracking noise level V (dB) (upper part) in Section V for WLMS algorithms based on RW modelling (dashed-dotted), integrated random walks (dashed) AR2 (circle) and AR4 (solid). All AR models are matched to the true normalized Doppler frequency RD. (Table 1 ). In terms of the effect of the noise level on the tracking MSE, more than 10dB can be gained at both 0, = 0.02 and 0, = 0.06 by using an AR4 model instead of a random walk model (Figure 1,) .
The top diagrams in Figure 1 For LMS tracking (WLMS based on random walks), the tracking error is in many of the considered cases so large that it dominates the total noise (V > 3dB).
The performance and robustness of incorrectly tuned algorithms, computed by Lemma 1, is investigated in Figure 2 The use of predicted channel estimates has also been investigated and was shown to improve the tracking performance significantly [lo] .
VI. Simulation Study
We investigate the bit error rate performance of adap- 
V1.A Specifications
We focus on a set-up suitable for the D-AMPS 1900
standard IS-136 with the following conditions. with Re diagonal and Elh0,tl2 = Elhl,tlz = 1.
The taps h,,t are generated according to [3] , using 12 offset oscillators with uniformly distributed ([O, 2~1 ) phases. Hence, the level crossing statistics are close to classical Rayleigh fading. All estimators are initialized from least squares estimates of the channel taps in the form of robustified linear trends, based on the initial training sequence. We also study the flat fading case.
Disturbances:
The scenario is interferencelimited with burst-synchronized interferers propagating via the same type of fading channel as the signal. The color of the interference is not estimated. (In a noise-limited scenario with Gaussian noise, the BER performance improves.) ' A known CDVCC sequence of six differential symbols is placed after 85 symbols of the slot. They are here not used to improve the tracking performance, since this would complicate the performance evaluation.
2The more realistic case of correlated taps would result in higher bit error rates due to partial loss of diversity, but will otherwise not provide any new fundamental problems for the tracking.
Idealized simulation conditions:
We have compared decision directed adaptation to the use of correct symbols ut as regressors. To quantify the loss of performance due to imperfect initialization, we also compare to initialization with known channel taps.
V1.B BER Performance for Two-tap Channels
Channels with two symbol-spaced taps of equal magnitude are simulated. The taps are independently Rayleigh fading, as described by Jakes' model, with Comparing the dotted to the lower dash-dotted curve in Figure 3 we see that not much performance is lost due to imperfect initialization. (If the algorithms were initialized with levels instead of linear trends, the performance would deteriorate further by 1-2dB.) Decision-directed adaptation results in a performance loss due to nonlinear feedback effects. It is approximately 3dB for WLMS based on ARZ and AR2I models in Figure 3 .
In Figure 3 , WLMS based on ARaI models show the best performance, but the performance of ARzbased trackers is rather close. LMS tracking will in this case be completely inadequate, partly due to its inappropriate structure and not least due to its inability tp predict-the channels; With a random walk model, ht+klt = htlt. This results in a significant lag error, which will not vanish at low disturbance levels.
Hence, the error floor at 1.7% BER. The resulting performance attains its worst value at the nominal (worst-case) design point. In the most critical regions, with low SIR and/or high Doppler frequency, the performance for an ARaI-based design is about the same as for an ARz-based design.
BER (%)
SNR
V1.C BER Performance for Flat fading
In the flat fading case, with hl,t = 0, not much can be gained by improving the tracking, see Table 2 . An exception is at high SNR, where for true regressors a significantly lower BER is attained for AR2 or AR2I-based designs as compared to LMS. This can be predicted by the values of V from (18) in the right-hand part of Table 2 . For flat fading channels, all the algorithms provide about the same performance. The detector becomes trivially simple, so no channel prediction beyond IC = 1 is required. 
